This paper summarizes the participation of the MIRACLE team in the Multilingual Question Answering Track at CLEF 2009. In this campaign, we took part in the monolingual Spanish task at ResPubliQA@CLEF 2009 and submitted two runs. We have adapted our QA system which has been evaluated in EFE and Wikipedia to the new JRC-Acquis collection and the legal domain. We tested the use of answer filtering and ranking techniques to a base system using passage retrieval with no success. Our run using question analysis and passage retrieval obtained a global accuracy of 0.33 while the addition of an answer filtering step obtained 0.29. We provide an initial analysis of the results across the different questions types while we research the reason why it is difficult to leverage previous QA techniques. A different focus of our work has been on temporal reasoning applied to question answering and also detailed discussion of this issue in the new collection and analysis of the questions is provided. DAEDALUS, a small and medium size enterprise (SME). We submitted two runs for the Spanish monolingual subtask which summarize our attempts to adapt our QA system to the new requirements of the task.
Introduction
We describe the MIRACLE team participation in the ResPubliQA exercise at the Multilingual Question Answering Track at CLEF 2009. The MIRACLE team is a consortium formed by three universities from Madrid, (Universidad Politécnica de Madrid, Universidad Autónoma de Madrid and Universidad Carlos III de Madrid) and DAEDALUS, a small and medium size enterprise (SME). We submitted two runs for the Spanish monolingual subtask which summarize our attempts to adapt our QA system to the new requirements of the task.
This year, the main task departed from previous exercises in an attempt to explore new domains, question types and multilingual experiments. The change in application domain has been triggered by the use of the JRCAcquis document collection which is formed by European legislation translated in several EU languages. This fact raises the problem of dealing with legal language which includes richer terminology and is considerably more complex than news or academic language used in EFE and Wikipedia collections. Moreover, new kind of information needs are required to be solved which has motivated the inclusion of question asking for objectives, motivations, procedures, etc. in addition to the traditional factual and definitional questions. The new types of questions often required longer answers and therefore the expected response of the system has been fixed again at the paragraph level. Nevertheless it should be possible to take advantage of answer selection techniques developed in previous campaigns. This has been in fact one of the hypothesis we would like to test with our participation. Unfortunately, our experiments in this line have not been successful and we have not found configurations that performed substantially better than our baseline. A different aspect of our work has centered on the use of temporal information in the process of QA and we report results for different indexing configurations. Finally, a global objective was to enlarge the capabilities of the QA system and advance towards an architecture that allows domain adaptation and multilingual processing.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows, the second section describes the system architecture with special attention paid to the novelties introduced this year, Section 3 introduces the submitted runs and analyzes the results. Finally, conclusions and future work are presented in Section 4.
System Description
The system architecture is similar to our previous system [2] and is based on a pipeline which analyzes questions, retrieves documents and performs answer extraction based on linguistic and semantic information. Different strategies can be used depending on the type of the question and the expected type of the answer. The architectural schema is shown in Figure 1 . A number of modules have been modified, extended or reorganized in order to adjust for the requirements of the task and the legal domain. Other modules have been included to carry new experiments. The main changes performed in the system are outlined:
Adding parsers for the new collections as well as supporting the indexing of passages. The evaluation procedure was modified to work for passages and a fallback strategy for passages was included. New rules have been developed for Question Analysis, Question Classification and Answer Filtering for the legal domain using the development set. Query generation has been adapted to the domain and page heuristics for Wikipedia removed. Temporal Management was added to normalize temporal expressions and integrated into language analysis and indexing routines. New functionality for mining acronyms offline and add them to query generation. The ranking module was redesigned for modularity.
Indexes
Indexes are really important for QA as obtaining a good retrieval subsystem can considerably improve the final results of the QA system. Due to the change in the document collection, all IR indexes have been newly created using Lucene as the retrieval engine. To accomplish the task of storing the relevant information as appropriately as needed, we have designed two different document types or indexing units:
• Document, where all the information related to title, note and the text of a collection file is stored.
• Paragraph, which store each paragraph, the title and the notes in a different document. Lucene uses a length document normalization term in the retrieval score which was arguably of no help in the case of paragraph scoring because paragraphs are expected to have more uniform lengths. Both types of indexes, with length normalization and without were tested.
all our experiments previous to the submission the paragraph or passage index worked better than the based parsing, stems words using a snowball-generated stemmer, removes stop words, replaces accented characters in the ISO Latin 1 character set and converts text into lower case. All the texts are stored in the same field: text. Temporal Index, which add expressions are normalized and included in the index. Texts are also stored also in the field text.
was used to create the index.
T only in the Question Classification module, but also in the Answer Filter, Timex Analyzer and Topic Detection ones [2] . The rules have a left part that expresses a pattern and a right part specifying the actions to be taken each time the pattern is found. The pattern could refer to lexical, syntactic and/or semantic elements.
T rule, developed to handle the extraction of definitions on this year corpus: Some authors have defined questions have some features that denote temporality [4] , as well as a means for providing short and focused answers to temporal information needs formulated in natural language [6] . Previous work has already faced up to this problem for the treatment of other languages, like in [7] or [8] , or also in Spanish [3] . Temporal questions can be classified into 2 main categories according to the role of temporality in their resolution:
• Temporally Restricted (TR) questions are those containing some time restriction: "¿Qué resolución In this campa n, temporal management preserves the approach taken by the MIRACLE QA system participating everal adjustments were made in the temporal expressions recognition, resolution and normalization integrated een considered potentially more sified, case of TA queries, the module must favour a
As a nov ieval approach
Acronym mining
f the collection, a large number of questions were expected to be expansion of acronyms, e implemented a simple offline procedure to mine acronyms by scanning the collection and searching for a nce we have cleaned the file, we index the acronyms and their expansions separately to be able to search by index is used in two different places in the QA system: nd adds searching terms to the query that is sent to
• s the text extracted from the paragraph to determine if that paragraph
Answer Filter and Passage Fallback Strategy
rocess the result list from the information retrieval module he possibility of getting no answer from the answer filter led to the development of a module that simply ig in CLEF 2008 [2] . This decision is based on later complementary work that was made in order to evaluate the QA system performance versus a baseline system without temporal management capabilities [9] . The experiments showed that additional temporal information management can quantitative and qualitatively benefit the results. This led us to predict that the use of such strategies could enrich future developments. S system to enhance its coverage on the new collections. Similarly to the previous version, the date of creation of each document is adopted as the reference date, needed to resolve the relative expressions that contains. In JRCAcquis documents this information is provided by the "date.created" attribute. Question analysis, indexes generation and answer selection modules have b influential for achieving better results by means of the application of temporal management. They have been slightly adapted to the requirements of this year's competition, keeping the essence of their functionality.
During question analysis process, queries, including those with temporal features, are clas distinguishing between TR and TA queries. If a TA query is detected, it determines the granularity of the expected answer (complete date, only year, month, etc.).
The answer selector is involved in two directions: in the temporal answer, whereas if it manages TR queries, it applies extraction rules based on the temporal inference mechanism and demotes the candidates not fulfilling the temporal restrictions.
elty, this year we have created more sophisticated indexes according to the paragraph retr of the competition. In some configurations, the normalized resolution of temporal expressions is included in the index instead of the expression itself. The main objective is to assess the behaviour of the QA system using different index configurations, mainly focusing on the temporal queries of the collection.
Due to the nature o especially about organizations. On the other hand, the recall of the information retrieval step could be improved by including the acronym and their expansion in the query. W pattern which introduces a new entity and provides their acronym between parentheses. Then, results are filtered in order to increase their precision. First, only those associations that occur at least twice in the corpus are considered. As parentheses often convey other relations like persons and their country of origin, another filter removed countries (Spain) and their acronyms (ES) from the list. Finally, some few frequent mistakes were manually removed and acronyms with more than one expansion were also checked. O acronym or by expansion.
The
• Query Generation, where it analyzes the question a the document collection index.
Answer Filter, where it analyze contains the acronym (or the expansion) and if so, identifies the paragraph as correct answer.
This module, previously called Answer Extractor, p and selected chunks to form a possible candidate answer. In previous years, this module was designed to extract answers selected from the document. In this campaign, the answer must be the complete text of a paragraph therefore, this year the module works as a filter which removes passages with no answers. The kind of linguistic rules used last year to perform answer extraction has been adapted and new rules to detect acronyms, definitions as expressed in the new corpora and new rules for temporal questions have been developed.
T creates answers from the retrieved documents. This module is called Passage Fallback Strategy. It takes the documents returned by the information retrieval module and generates an answer from every document. The way of generating the indexes (concretely the paragraph index) makes possible the functionality of this module.
Evaluation module
unt part of the development process of the QA system. In order to develop and test the 3 Experiments and results subm ual Spanish task. They correspond to the configurations of the system on passage retrieval using the simple index. Question
• ge fallback strategy after number of additional configurations were also tested but no improvements over the baseline were found
Evaluation is a paramo system the English development test provided by CLEF organizers was translated to Spanish and a small goldstandard with answers was developed. Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) and Confidence Weighted Score (CWS) were consistently used to compare the outputs of the different configurations with the development gold standard. Periodically, the output and the XML logs of different executions were manually inspected to complete the gold standard and to detect integration problems.
We itted two runs for the monoling that yielded best results during our development using the translated question set. Paradoxically, both runs match with the simplest configurations that we have tested.
• Baseline (mira091eses): The system is based analysis is performed to generate queries and the acronym expansion is used. Baseline + Answer Filter (mira092eses): Adds answer filtering and the passa the previous passage retrieval.
A consistently. In fact, most of the additions seem to produce worse results on our development test. We considered different functions for Answer Ranking and Passage Re-ranking which we have tested for previous participations and some new ones. Different passage length normalization strategies were also applied to the indexes. Finally, a great deal of effort was devoted to the treatment of temporal expressions in question analysis, indexing and extraction and more detailed experiments are presented below. Evaluation figures are detailed in Table 1 . Answer accuracy has been calculated as the ratio of questions correctly answered to the total number of questions. Only the first candidate answer is considered, rejecting the rest of possibilities. The results on the CLEF09 test set show similar conclusions to those we obtained during our development process, the baseline system using passage retrieval is hard to beat and in fact our second run provide lower accuracy. As in the case of our development experiments there are changes for individual answers of a number of questions but the overall effect is not positive.
After the evaluation, and using the larger test set of 500 questions we have decided to carry a class based analysis in order to understand the causes behind our unfruitful efforts. We have manually annotated the questions and grouped them in 6 main question types. In contrast with our expectations, the performance of the second submitted run is also worse for the factual and definition questions. As we have considered these questions types in previous evaluations we expected to have better coverage in the Answer Filter and therefore an improvement. Similar behaviour has been observed across answer types for factual questions, being the class of TIMEX questions the only where the more complex configuration really improves.
Our analysis of the errors show that further work is needed to be able to cope with the complexities of the domain. For example, questions are in general more complex and include a large number of domain specific terminologies that our question analysis rules do not handle correctly. The process of finding the focus of the question which is crucial for question classification is specially error prone. Answer Extraction needs also further adaptation to the domain for factual questions as the typology of NE and generalized NE has not wide coverage. Problems with definitions are rooted more deeply and probably require the use of different specialized retrieval strategies. This year evidence along with previous experiments seems to support that definitions depend deeply on the stylistics of the domain. Finally, new question types would require further study of techniques that help to improve the classification of passages as bearing procedures, objectives, etc. 
Evaluation of temporal questions
With the aim of evaluating the temporal management capabilities of the QA system, we decided to extract the temporal questions from the whole corpus. 46 out of 500 queries denote temporal information, that means a 9,20% over the total. 24 of them are TR questions, whereas TA queries are 22 (4,80% and 4,40% out of the total, respectively). This subset has been studied, evaluating the correctness of the returned answers by two different configurations of the QA system. The results are presented in Table 3 . As we can observe, better figures are obtained by the set of TQ in both runs. There is no significant difference between TA and TR queries in the first run, while in the second one they achieve a difference of 22%. In our opinion, the second configuration, with answer filtering and answer creation, enhances precision for TA queries, whereas for TR queries, temporal restrictions introduce noise that the system is not able to solve.
Non-submitted runs present similar configurations to the submitted ones, but adopting a different index generation and question analysis strategies. The approach consisted on the inclusion of normalized temporal expressions into the index, as well as in the question analysis process, aiming to increase recall. We tested the performance over the total corpus of questions, but worse results were achieved even if the study is restricted to temporal questions. Results are also presented in Table 3 , which show no improvement regarding the submitted runs. Performance difference between TA and TR queries remains stable, since the system has a better response to questions without temporal restrictions. The lost of accuracy can be due to the lack of a more sophisticated inference mechanism at the time of retrieval, capable of reasoning with different granularities in normalized dates format [10] . In addition, we suspect that answer selection module is not filtering candidate answers properly, so current inference mechanism gives more weigh to paragraphs containing dates matching with restrictions in the query, while the rest of terms lose relevancy. Though relative dates present a low frequency in the collections, they are not being correctly solved, as reference date, taken from that of the documents creation, is always set to the same value.
Conclusion and Future Work
From our point of view, the new ResPubliQA exercise is a challenge for QA systems in two main facets of the problem domain adaptation and multilinguality. This year our efforts have focused on the first problem where we have ported the system and the techniques developed for EFE and Wikipedia to the new legal collection JRCAcquis. However, our experiments, which are exemplified with the submitted runs, show that a system mainly based on passage retrieval performs quite well. Baseline passage retrieval results provided by the organizers [11] also support these. We are carrying further experiments using the larger test set in order to find how answer selection could help for ResPubliQA questions as well as the differences between passage retrieval alternatives.
Regarding our focus on temporal reasoning applied to QA we would explore how question temporal constraints can be integrated at other steps in the process. We expect to compare the effectiveness of temporal reasoning as constraints for filtering answers and for the purpose of re-ranking.
Finally, further work in the general architecture of the QA is expected to help in at least three areas: separation of domain knowledge from general techniques, adding different languages to the system and effective evaluation.
